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WHAT’S ON  
YOUR DATA STACK  
WISH LIST?

Imagine for a moment that you’re building an application from 
scratch. You start with a clean slate, unburdened by any legacy 
infrastructure or prior financial commitments. You have the  
freedom to pick the precise data stack components that match  
your application’s requirements, customer expectations, and  
future growth plans.

What features would you like your data stack infrastructure  
to provide?

 Strong performance that supports fast user experiences

 On-demand scalability where resources are allocated and  
deallocated exactly when needed

 Concurrent workloads that avoid any contention between  
customers or users

 Support for all your data types without transformation  
or schema updates

 Cost-effective compute and storage of data, including  
storage of historical data

 Unlimited concurrency for analytical queries, such as BI,  
machine learning, and ad hoc queries

 Near-zero management to reduce the DevOps burden

Does this look more like a wish list than a realistic checklist? 
Without a data stack built for the cloud, you’re right: To deliver 
all these features, you’d need to build a complex, redundant, and 
expensive infrastructure. 

And that may encapsulate the exact challenge you’re facing today. 
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Many application builders struggle to deliver on 
the promise of their apps because they’re wrestling 
with data stacks that can’t scale with ease or handle 
concurrency. Provisioning databases becomes a 
recurring nightmare because it’s impossible to predict 
demand accurately, which makes the whole process 
inefficient and costly. And data pipelines break with 
schema changes, which means your DevOps team 
spends too much time maintaining the infrastructure. 

These issues are common with many of today’s data 
stacks. It doesn’t matter if your application is running 
on an OLTP or NoSQL database or on a big data, 
data lake, real-time, or cloud data warehouse stack. 
Each has its unique challenges because none is built 
specifically for the cloud. What’s needed is a cloud 
data platform. 

In addition to augmenting the systems within your 
current data stack, a cloud data platform delivers 
the high performance and near-infinite autoscaling 
needed to launch and scale applications quickly and 
on demand. 

But what really makes a platform such as Snowflake 
Cloud Data Platform unique is the separation of 
compute resources and storage. Through a multi-
cluster, shared data architecture, dedicated compute 
clusters can be spun up to support a nearly unlimited 
number of concurrent workloads on shared tables. 

Coupled with the ingestion of JSON, Avro, Parquet, 
and other data without transformation, cloud data 
platforms relieve DevOps teams from the burden 
of fixing pipelines every time schemas change. In 
addition, as a near-zero management platform, 
Snowflake removes any worries around provisioning, 
availability, tuning, and data protection.

In short, that data stack checklist above is not a wish 
list. A cloud data platform delivers on each item and 
makes infrastructure issues with performance and 
scalability surmountable, even while maintaining 
components of your current data stack. 

In the following sections, discover how a cloud data 
platform fits into your current data stack environment 
by viewing your reference architecture before and 
after Snowflake. 
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DESCRIPTION

1   Through an API or web tier, the application uses 
an OLTP database (2) to store transaction data 
and perform analytical queries.

2   As usage of the application grows, database 
administrators spin up new database instances 
and shard the data set across instances. 
Administrators deploy read replicas to support 
analytical queries without adding load to the 
main transaction database. If the main database 
goes down, transaction loads fail over to the 
read replicas.

CHALLENGES

•  OLTP databases do not scale to accommodate 
additional workloads, which results in resource 
contention and poor performance. 

•  Row-oriented and sharded databases are not 
well-suited for analytics.

•  Expensive OLTP storage means historical data is 
typically retained for short periods.

•  Failover to read replicas adversely affects 
application performance.

Typical reference architecture of a data application using an OLTP database

USING OLTP DATABASES:
BEFORE SNOWFLAKE

1

2

App

Read/Write Read-Only and 
Analytical Queries

Failover

OLTP Databases

API/Web Tier

Horizontally Sharded 
Database

Read Replicas 
(RR)

Business Intelligence 
(BI)
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SOLUTION
Snowflake Cloud Data Platform handles all analytical 
workloads while the OLTP database continues to 
support transactions. 

DESCRIPTION

1   Using an API or web tier, the application stores 
transaction data in the OLTP database (2) and 
queries historical data from Snowflake (3).

2   The OLTP database stores all operational data. 
Older data moves to Snowflake (3), which 
enables the OLTP data set to be smaller and to 
require fewer instances, less sharding, and fewer 
read replicas.

3   Snowflake handles all analytical workloads 
and stores historical data cost-effectively at 
commodity storage prices, enabling longer-term 
retention. Data is ingested continuously with 
no downtime or performance impact. Virtual 
warehouses isolate workloads and automatically 
scale compute resources on demand to deliver 
high-performance queries and virtually unlimited 
concurrency. Snowflake Zero-Copy Cloning 
enables instant sandboxes, test environments, 
and other snapshots.

Reference architecture of a data application using an OLTP database with Snowflake

USING OLTP DATABASES:
WITH SNOWFLAKE

1

2

3App

Fast Analytical 
Queries

 with Unlimited 
Concurrency

Instant 
Scalability

Workload 
Isolation for
BI Queries

Continuous Ingestion
with Zero Downtime

Test Env. and Snapshots 
via Zero-Copy Cloning

Cost-Effective
Storage for 

Historical Data

Read/Write Read-Only

Analytical Queries

Failover

ETL

OLTP Databases

API/Web Tier

Horizontally Sharded 
Database 

(Smaller Footprint)

Read Replicas 
(RR)

Business
Intelligence 

(BI)
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DESCRIPTION

1   Using an API or web tier, the application stores 
operational data in the NoSQL database (2) and 
queries historical data from the SQL database (3).

2   The NoSQL database stores all operational  
data in a document-oriented or key-value pair 
format and supports the high throughput needs 
of the application.

3   The SQL database ingests historical data through 
batch processing or streaming to support all 
analytical workloads. Data sets are fragmented 
across separate data marts to support the needs 
of the application and different departments. 

CHALLENGES

•  NoSQL and SQL databases are not well suited 
for analytical queries.

•  SQL databases are expensive to scale.

•  SQL databases lack support for semi-structured 
data (JSON).

•  The use of multiple SQL data marts makes it 
difficult to query data across them.

Typical reference architecture of a data application using a NoSQL database

USING NoSQL DATABASES:
BEFORE SNOWFLAKE

1

2
3

App

Amazon
DynamoDB

Google Cloud
Datastore

Azure
Cosmos DB

In-App Analytics Data Mart

Finance Data Mart

Marketing Data Mart

Key-Value Pairs/ 
Documents

Analytical Queries

Batch/
Streaming

NoSQL DB

SQL Databases

API/Web Tier

Business
Intelligence
(Internal)

NoSQL
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SOLUTION
Snowflake augments the NoSQL database  
and replaces the SQL database to support all 
analytical workloads.

DESCRIPTION

1   Using an API or web tier, the application stores 
operational data in the NoSQL database (2) and 
queries historical data from Snowflake (3).

2   The NoSQL database stores all operational  
data in a document-oriented or key-value pair 
format and supports the high throughput needs 
of the application.

3   Snowflake supports all analytical workloads 
and stores historical data cost-effectively 
at commodity storage prices for long-term 
retention. Native JSON support simplifies 
ingestion of semi-structured data from the 
NoSQL database without transformation. Using 
compute resources that scale on demand, 
Snowflake ingests data through batch processing 
or streaming with no downtime or performance 
impact. Virtual warehouses isolate all workloads 
and offer a single source of truth, enabling 
simpler joins without fragmenting data across 
data marts. Instant scalability delivers high-
performance queries and unlimited concurrency.

Reference architecture of a data application using a NoSQL database with Snowflake

USING NoSQL DATABASES:
WITH SNOWFLAKE

1

2

3

App

Fast Analytical 
Queries

 with Unlimited 
Concurrency

Instant 
Scalability

Single Source
of Truth Workload Isolation

Marketing

Finance

Native JSON 
Support

Cost-Effective
Storage for 

Historical Data

Key-Value Pairs/ 
Documents

Analytical Queries

Batch/
Streaming

NoSQL DB

API/Web Tier

Business
Intelligence
(Internal)

NoSQL

Amazon
DynamoDB

Google Cloud
Datastore

Azure
Cosmos DB
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DESCRIPTION

1   An OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   A streaming service ingests event data and sends 
it to persistent storage (3). The streaming service 
serves as a buffer to account for differences in 
data rates between the data producer and the 
data consumer.

3   In addition to event data from the streaming 
service (2), historical operational data is loaded 
into persistent storage using ETL infrastructure.

4   A big data platform operates on the data in 
persistent storage to support all analytical 
workloads, including queries from the application 
or from business intelligence and machine 
learning tools. 

CHALLENGES

•  Big data platforms use open source components 
that require significant management overhead.

•  Persistent Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) 
storage is expensive, which means historical data 
is typically retained for short periods.

•  There is no SQL support for updates or deletes.

Typical reference architecture of a data application using a big data stack

USING A BIG DATA STACK:
BEFORE SNOWFLAKE

ETL

Streaming Service Big Data Platform

Persistent Storage

HDFS
Cluster

Cloud Object
Storage

Amazon
Kinesis

Azure 
Event Hub

Cloud 
Pub/Sub

2 4

1

3

Apps and 
Services

Operational Data

Analytical Queries

Event Data

OLTP

NoSQL

Databases

Business
Intelligence

Machine
Learning
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SOLUTION
Snowflake augments the operational database  
and replaces the big data platform to support all 
analytical workloads.

DESCRIPTION

1   An OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   Event data is ingested into Snowflake (4) and, 
optionally, into cloud object storage (3) via a 
streaming service.

3   Cloud object storage can serve as a data lake to 
persist event data in its raw format. Snowflake 
(4) can ingest data from the data lake via ETL or 
query it directly by using external tables.

4   Snowflake supports all analytical workloads, 
including queries from the application and from 
business intelligence and machine learning tools. 
Snowflake ingests operational data in batches via 
ETL. Event data is ingested is ingested directly 
from a streaming service (2) such as Kafka or via 
the cloud object storage (3). Virtual warehouses 
isolate all workloads and scale instantly to 
deliver fast queries and unlimited concurrency 
on demand. Full SQL support provides queries 
across structured and semi-structured data 
and enables updates, deletes, and joins across 
external and internal tables. Snowflake is a near-
zero management platform that automatically 
handles provisioning, availability, tuning, data 
protection, and other operations.

Reference architecture of a data application using a big data stack with Snowflake

USING A BIG DATA STACK:
WITH SNOWFLAKE

ETL

Streaming Service

Cloud Object Storage

Amazon Kinesis

Azure 
Event Hub

Cloud 
Pub/Sub

Google Cloud 
Storage

Amazon
S3

Azure Blob 
Storage

2

1

3

4
Apps and 
Services

Fast Analytical 
Queries

 with Unlimited 
Concurrency

Near-Zero Management

Workload Isolation

Query Data Lake without Loading 
Data Using External Tables

Cost-Effective Storage

Full SQL Support with
Updates and Deletes

Operational Data

Analytical Queries

Event Data

OLTP

NoSQL

Databases

Business
Intelligence

Machine
Learning

Instant Scalability
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DESCRIPTION

1   An OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   The cloud data warehouse (3) ingests event data 
via a streaming service. In cases where data 
aggregation is required or where the cloud data 
warehouse does not offer a connector to the 
streaming service, an ETL infrastructure can be 
used to ingest event data.

3   The cloud data warehouse ingests operational 
data via ETL infrastructure and supports all 
analytical workloads, including queries from the 
application and from business intelligence and 
machine learning tools. 

CHALLENGES

•  Cloud data warehouses are provisioned to meet 
estimated peak demand based on capacity 
estimates, which results in costly idle resources 
during periods of low demand and poor 
performance or downtime when demand is 
higher than anticipated. 

•  Cloud data warehouses do not isolate workloads 
typically, which results in concurrency issues.

•  Disaster Recovery (DR) requires substantial setup.

•  Some leading cloud data warehouses require 
significant management overhead. In addition, 
some do not separate compute and storage 
limiting scalability and increasing costs.

Typical reference architecture of a data application using a cloud data warehouse stack

USING A CLOUD DATA  
WAREHOUSE STACK:
BEFORE SNOWFLAKE

ETL

Streaming Service

Data Warehouse

BigQuery Amazon
Redshift

Amazon
Kinesis

Azure 
Event Hub

Cloud 
Pub/Sub

2

1

3

Apps and 
Services

Operational Data

Analytical Queries

Event Data

OLTP

NoSQL

Databases

Business
Intelligence
(Internal)

Machine
Learning
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SOLUTION
Snowflake augments the operational database and 
replaces the cloud data warehouse to support all 
analytical workloads.

DESCRIPTION

1   The OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   Snowflake (4) ingests real-time event data via 
a streaming service. Optionally, event data is 
stored in cloud object storage (3).

3   Cloud object storage serves as a data lake and 
persists event data in its raw format. Snowflake 
(4) can ingest selected or aggregated event data 
from the data lake via the ETL infrastructure or 
query it directly using external tables. 

4   Snowflake supports all the analytical workloads, 
including queries from the application and from 
business intelligence and machine learning tools. 
Snowflake ingests operational data via ETL, and 
event data is ingested directly from a streaming 
service (2) such as Kafka or via the cloud 
object storage (3). Virtual warehouses isolate 
all workloads and scale instantly to deliver fast 
queries and unlimited concurrency on demand. 
Full SQL support provides queries across 
structured and semi-structured data and enables 
updates, deletes, and joins across external and 
internal tables. Snowflake simplifies DR setup 
with global replication across multiple clouds and 
reduces administrative burden by automatically 
handling provisioning, availability, tuning, data 
protection, and other operations.

Reference architecture of a data application using a cloud data warehouse stack  
with Snowflake

USING A CLOUD DATA  
WAREHOUSE STACK:
WITH SNOWFLAKE

ETL

Streaming Service

Cloud Object Storage

Amazon Kinesis

Azure 
Event Hub

Cloud 
Pub/Sub

Google Cloud 
Storage

Amazon
S3

Azure Blob 
Storage

2

1

3

4
Apps and 
Services

Fast Analytical
Queries Using 

Elastically Scaled
Warehouses

Near-Zero
Management

Workload Isolation
Ensures Unlimited
Concurrency

Query Data Lake without Loading 
Data by Using External Tables

Full SQL Support with 
Updates and Deletes

Operational Data

Analytical Queries

Event Data

OLTP

NoSQL

Databases

Business
Intelligence/ 

Ad Hoc
Querying

Machine
Learning

Instant Scalability

Simple Disaster
Recovery (DR) Setup
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DESCRIPTION

1   An OLTP or NoSQL database stores all operational 
data and supports the high throughput needs of 
the application.

2   A streaming service streams raw event data into 
data lake storage (3).

3   In addition to event data from the streaming 
service (2), the data lake storage ingests 
operational data in batches via ETL infrastructure 
from the main database (1). 

4   A data lake query service supports ad hoc 
queries of raw data in the data lake storage (3).

5   ETL aggregation and cleanup infrastructure is 
used to clean and aggregate data from the data 
lake storage (3) into a structured serving layer (6) 
to support analytical workloads.

6   The serving layer acts as a data warehouse for 
structured data and supports the analytical 
queries of the application and other internal 
business intelligence needs. 

CHALLENGES

•  Complex and redundant infrastructure results in 
operational inefficiencies.

•  Workloads cannot be isolated, which results in 
concurrency issues.

•  Resources are overprovisioned to meet estimated 
peak demand based on capacity estimates, which 
results in costly idle resources during periods of 
low demand and poor performance or downtime 
when demand is higher than anticipated.

•  Disaster Recovery (DR) requires substantial setup.

Typical reference architecture of a data application using a data lake stack

USING A DATA LAKE STACK: 
BEFORE SNOWFLAKE

Streaming Service

Data Lake Storage

ETL (Aggregation/Cleanup)

Serving Layer

Data Lake Query Service

Amazon
Kinesis

Amazon Redshift

Amazon Athena

BigQuery

Google Cloud Dataflow

Ad Hoc
Querying

AWL Step Functions

HDFSAzure Blob
Storage

Amazon
S3

Google Cloud
Storage

Azure 
Event Hub

Cloud 
Pub/Sub

2

6

5

4

1

3

Apps and
Services

Operational Data

ETL

Analytical Queries

Event: Real-time

OLTP

OLTP

NoSQL

Databases

Business
Intelligence
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SOLUTION
Snowflake augments the operational database and 
cloud object storage and supports all analytical 
workloads by replacing the data lake query service 
and the serving layer.

DESCRIPTION

1   The OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   Snowflake (4) ingests real-time event data from 
the streaming service into a staging table where 
Snowflake’s Streams and Tasks features detect 
any changes in data and schedule any required 
transformations. Optionally, event data is stored 
in cloud object storage (3).

3   The cloud object storage persists event data in  
its raw format. Snowflake (4) can ingest selected  
or aggregated event data via the ETL infrastructure  
or query directly using external tables. 

4   Snowflake supports all the analytical workloads, 
including queries from the application and from 
business intelligence and machine learning tools. 
Snowflake ingests operational data via ETL, and 
event data is ingested directly from a streaming 
service (2) such as Kafka or via the cloud 
object storage (3). Virtual warehouses isolate 
all workloads and scale instantly to deliver fast 
queries and unlimited concurrency on demand. 
Full SQL support provides queries across 
structured and semi-structured data and enables 
updates, deletes, and joins across external and 
internal tables. Snowflake simplifies DR setup 
with global replication across multiple clouds and 
reduces administrative burden by automatically 
handling provisioning, availability, tuning, data 
protection, and other operations.

Reference architecture of a data application using a data lake stack with Snowflake

USING A DATA LAKE STACK: 
WITH SNOWFLAKE

Streaming Service

Cloud Object Storage

Amazon Kinesis

Azure 
Event Hub

Cloud 
Pub/Sub

Google Cloud 
Storage

Amazon
S3

Azure Blob 
Storage

ETL

2
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3

4
Apps and 
Services

Fast Analytical 
Queries

 Using Elastically
Scaled Warehouses

Aggregation
Using Streams

and Tasks

Workload Isolation
Ensures Unlimited
Concurrency

Query Object Storage without Loading 
Data Using External Tables

Full SQL Support with
Updates and Deletes

Operational Data

Analytical Queries

Event Data

OLTP

NoSQL

Databases

Business 
Intelligence/ 

Ad Hoc 
Querying

Machine
Learning

Instant Scalability

Simple Disaster
Recovery (DR) Setup
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DESCRIPTION

1   An OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   A streaming service streams real-time event data 
into a real-time analytics system (5).

3   Batch event data is persisted in data lake storage 
in its raw format.

4   The ETL infrastructure aggregates and cleans 
batch data from the data lake storage for more-
refined analysis by the real-time analytics system 
(5) or the serving layer (6). The ETL infrastructure 
also processes event data snapshots from the 
real-time analytics system (5) to be persisted by 
the serving layer (6).

5   The real-time analytics system operates on 
streamed event data and ingested batch data 
to support the real-time analytical needs of the 
application and real-time BI dashboards.

6   The serving layer persists batch data and 
snapshots of aggregated event data to provide a 
holistic view of the business. This layer supports 
the non-real-time analytical queries of the 
application and business intelligence tools. 

CHALLENGES

•  Resources are overprovisioned to meet estimated 
peak demand based on capacity estimates, which 
results in costly idle resources during periods of 
low demand and poor performance or downtime 
when demand is higher than anticipated.

•  Concurrency issues arise due to the inability to 
isolate workloads.

•  Disaster Recovery (DR) requires substantial setup.

Typical reference architecture of a data application using a real-time analytics stack

USING A REAL-TIME  
ANALYTICS STACK:
BEFORE SNOWFLAKE

Streaming Service

Data Lake Storage

Real-Time Analytics

Serving Layer
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Cloud 
Pub/Sub

2
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Services
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In-App Analytics
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Real-Time
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OLTP
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Databases
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Real-Time
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SOLUTION
Snowflake augments the existing system and 
replaces the serving layer to support all non-real-time 
analytical queries. 

DESCRIPTION

1   An OLTP or NoSQL database stores all 
operational data and supports the high 
throughput needs of the application.

2   The streaming service streams event data into 
the real-time analytics system (4), Snowflake (5) 
and, optionally, cloud object storage (3).

3   Operational and event data are persisted 
in cloud object storage in their raw format, 
available for further analysis in Snowflake (5).

4   The real-time analytics system operates on 
streamed event data to support the real-time 
analytical needs of the application and real-time 
BI dashboards.

5   Snowflake supports all non-real-time analytical 
workloads. Snowflake ingests event data directly 
from a streaming service (2) such as Kafka or 
via the cloud object storage (3) using Snowpipe. 
Snowflake’s Streams and Tasks features detect 
changes in data and schedule tasks to perform 
any required transformation. In addition, 
Snowflake can query data in cloud object 
storage (3) without ingestion by using external 
tables. Virtual warehouses isolate all workloads 
and scale instantly to deliver fast queries and 
unlimited concurrency on demand. Full SQL 
support provides queries across structured 
and semi-structured data and enables updates, 
deletes, and joins across external and internal 
tables. Snowflake simplifies DR setup with cross-
region and cross-cloud replication.

Reference architecture of a data application using a real-time analytics stack  
with Snowflake 

USING A REAL-TIME  
ANALYTICS STACK:
WITH SNOWFLAKE
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Instant Scalability
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17

GIVE YOUR DATA STACK 
A BOOST

Although it might be daunting to think about 
transitioning or replacing data stack systems, 
how does the time required to do that compare 
to the valuable development time being 
wasted today on continuously rearchitecting 
your current data stack?

There is a reference architecture for every 
environment. Regardless of what your existing 
environment looks like, a cloud data platform  
fits in well and enables:

● Delivery of a high-performance analytics engine 
for customers without contention or the burden 
of building and managing your cloud data 
platform

● Support for all data, which allows teams to 
use ANSI SQL to query structured and semi-
structured data and ingest JSON, Avro, and 
Parquet without transformations

● Automatic provisioning, availability, tuning, data 
protection, and other operations across multiple 
clouds, taking the burden off Site Reliability 
Engineering (SRE)/DevOps teams 

With a cloud data platform, your data stack is 
modernized, which shifts focus from fixing your 
infrastructure to building out and improving  
your application.

If you want to match the pace of business today and 
live up to user expectations, your application must 
run on an infrastructure that evolves with the  
needs of data and analytics. Only a  
cloud data platform checks every  
item off that wish list.
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The Snowflake Cloud Data Platform shatters the barriers that prevent organizations from unleashing the true value from their data.  
Thousands of customers deploy Snowflake to advance their businesses beyond what was once possible by deriving all the insights from all their 

data by all their business users. Snowflake equips organizations with a single, integrated platform that offers the only data warehouse built for any 
cloud; instant, secure, and governed access to their entire network of data; and a core architecture to enable many other types of data workloads, 

including a single platform for developing modern data applications. Snowflake: Data without limits. Find out more at snowflake.com

https://www.snowflake.com/
https://twitter.com/SnowflakeDB
https://www.facebook.com/Snowflake-Inc-709171695819345/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/snowflake-computing/
https://www.youtube.com/user/snowflakecomputing

